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Abstract

images not only consume enormous amounts of storage
compared to their formatted ASCII counterparts, but technology is seriously lacking for searching such documents
for content (e.g., keywords). In the future, many documents will continue to be available only in paper/raster
form for reasons which include convenience (paper is easy
to carry around), non-standardization of document preparation formats, and the global and contextual cues that images of paper documents provide to humans that are absent
in pure ASCII text presentation.
This paper describes the project of automating the task
of analyzing data contained in raster image documents for
the purpose of intelligent information retrieval from a digital library [DL]. A DL is envisioned as a server connected
to a computer network of users where the server has the
ability to respond to user requests by retrieving relevant
information from document data stored on an electronic
storage medium. The specific research topics are determined by the architecture of the DL, which is shown in
Figure I. It consists of an off-line process wherein document data is captured and prepared for storage, and an online process where queries are received and processed for
information retrieval. There are three major computational
processes shared between the off-line and on-line processes of the DL: document data capture, data integration/indexing and information retrieval.
Three areas mentioned above are described more detail
below.

Documents on conventional media, such as books, newspapers and microfiche, can be converted into the digital
form of raster images by the use of scanners. A digital library is a server on a computer network that can respond
to user requests by retrieving relevant data contained
within raster image documents as well as in other formatted ASCII documents. The task is to automate the analysis
of data contained in raster image documents for the
purpose of intelligent information retrieval in a digital library.
.
The task is to develop computational theories and algorithms, with contributions to the fields of document understanding and intelligent interactive information retrieval.
The limitations of a technology necessary to convert books
to text-searchable form, viz., optical character recognition,
will be addressed. Specific research agenda items: adaptive document understanding, robust page layout analysis,
table understanding, intelligent text recognition, graphics
analysis, topic categorization, content-based retrieval of
captioned pictures and query processing for information
retrieval.
Keywords: Document image understanding, OCR, pattern
recognition, artificial intelligence, page layout analysis,
document scanning.

Introduction

Document Data Capture

Advances in computer technology during the past decade
have resulted in electronic means for generating, storing,
retrieving and using data of all types. Yet there remain
large volumes of documents that exist only in paper form,
e.g., books, or in the form of images of paper documents,
e.g., microfiche. It is now straightforward to convert such
paper doeuments and their images into digital form by a
process of scanning that yields a raster image of each
page. In a raster image the reflected light intensities of
discrete points on the page are stored as pixel values. Such

Conversion of raster images of text into text-searchable
form is the technology popularly known as optical character recognition [OCR]. AT present, although there are a
half-dozen commercial software packages available, the
technology is well-known still to be lacking [I]. Recognition problems occur when there are a variety of page layouts, fonts, print qualities and contextual differences. Such
variations are commonly found in a typical library archive.
A recent study suggested that having such capability in
reading machines [21 is still decades away. Several
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Figure I. Major components of the digital Ii hrary.
promisIng Illcthods have heen rccently developed at
CEDAR. This research will focus on improving the methods for processing large volumes of documents.
The algorithms necessary for conversion of raster image data into a form that supports intelligent retrieval can
he catcgorized as performing onc of three functions: analysis, recognition or understanding. Analysis algorithms
Illap images to other images. Recognition algorithms map
imagcs to symholic classes. Understanding algorithms
map images to symool structures. The following five topics are of importance for DLs: adaptive document understanding, rohust page layout analysis, intelligent text
recognition, tahulated data interpretation, and graphics
recognition. Success in these tasks will allow a majority of
documents to he proccssed within the DL.

Adaptive Document Understanding
A document understanding IOU) system hegins with a
raster image representation and ohtains a high-level
"useful" representation ·of document content. DU systems
can he said to he eithcr "closed" or "opcn," depending on
whether or not they arc designed for a particular document
type. DU systems in usc today are all closed systems, i.e.,
designed for a particular document domain (such as forms,
speci fic journ.als and husincss letters). Closed systcms employ knowledge specific to the document type to oe processed. They cannot he adopted easily to other types of
documcnts.
An open systcm architccture has heen developed at
CEDAR. It is dcsigncd for multi-page documents, i.e., it
generates a logical interpretation of a document hy combining information on different pages of the document.
The architecture (sec Figure I) consists of three components: control, knowledge hase and tool hox. The Collfrol
possesses sOl1le gencral purpose documcnt analysis strate-

gies and the Tool Box contains a set of generic document
image processi ng tools that arc applicahle to di fferent
documents. The system has no prior knowledge ahout
doculllent domain. The usc of strategies and tools relies
solely on the knowledge of the document of interest defined in the Knowledge Base. Since document-specific
knowledge is not part of the system, it can he viewed as
input (in addition to the document images) to the system.
A prototype system hased on this architecture has heen
developed at CEDAR to process a variety of documents
such as forms, IEEE journals and postal mailpieces 13, 41.
The research focus is on how to usc knowledge to adjust
the system reading strategies for handling different types
of lihrary documents.

Page Layout Analysis
Layout analysis starts with hlock segmentation which decomposes the digital image of a document page into regions. The process locates large streams of white space
(hackground analysis) running horizontally or vertically.
Streams that are considered region houndaries arc used to
partition the imagc into regions. A region must he hound
oy two horizontal and vertical hackground ooundaries.
Criteria used when considering a whitc stream as region
ooundary are derived from the analysis of all the white
streams in the page image. Non-houndary white streams,
which are usually smaller in size, separate clements of the
same region such as those hetwecn text lines. This glooal
statistical approach does not need to predefine the sizc of
the white streams, which varies from page to page. This
local adaptive method increases the rohustness of thc scgmentation process. Figure 2 shows the regions of a document after hlock segmentation.
The next step is to classify a region into one of the
structural categories such as text, line drawings, tahles and
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Figure 2. Components of an adaptive document understanding system.
the ranking of the dictionary may include the correct
choice among its top N guesses (N=IO, for example) in
nearly 100% of the cases.
Solutions to improving the performance of a text
recognition system have utilized the context of the language in which the document was written. An ohservation
ahout context heyond the individual word level that is used
here concerns the vocahulary of a document.
A methodology is proposed to predict the vocahulary of
a document from its word recognition decisions. The N
hest recognition choices for each word are used in a prohahilistic model for information retrieval to locate a set of
similar document in a datahase. The vocahulary of those
documents is then used to select the recognition decisions
from the word recognition system that have a high prohahility of correctness. Those words could then he used as
"islands" to drive other processing that would recognize
the remainder of the text. A useful side effect of matching
word recognition results to documents from a datahase is
that the topic of the input document is indicated hy the ti-

photographs. The classification of a region is performed
hy matching a set of features extracted from the region
against the predefined reference features of a category.
This approach allows the addition of new categories only
if they contain distinctive features. It is very flexihle and is
ahle to handle various types of documents.

Text Recognition Using IR Technology
The recognition of word images is a solution to text
recognition hy which images of text are transformed into
their ASCII equivalent. Word recognition algorithms are
an alternative to traditional character recognition techniques that rely on the segmentation of a word into characters. This is sometimes followed hy a postprocessing step
that uses a dictionary of legal words to select the correct
choices.
Errors in the output of a word recognition system can
he caused hy several sources. When a noisy document image is input, the top choice of a word recognition system
may he correct only a relatively low percentage. However,
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Figure 3. Result of hlock segmentation.
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block into a set of primitives and capture the relationships
between them (vectorization). Classification of graphics is
necessary to keep the graphics processing streamlined and
domain specific [5J. This knowledge can be obtained from
collateral textual sources like the caption or derived from
preliminary image processing as described below in brief.
Graphics classification can be effectively performed
using shape based heuristics [6J. A histogram of greyscale
values can discriminate between intensity images and binary line drawings. A pair of distinct peaks indicates an
intensity image. Presence of circles, boxes, and diamonds
indicates a flow chart or a schematic diagram. Further
discrimination between classes can be accomplished by
detecting presence of connecting lines between symbols.
Global properties like location, length, and number of all
the lines are also useful indicators.

tIes of the matching documents from the database. The algorithmic framework discussed in this paper is presented
in Figure 3. Word images from a document ate input.
Those images are passed to a word recognition algorithm
that matches them to entries in a large dictionary. Neighhorhoods or groups of words from the dictionary are computed for each input image. The neighborhoods contain
words that are visually similar to the input word images.

Tabulated Data Recognition and Interpretation
Tables are used in documents as an effective means of
communicating attribute-value information pertaining to
several data items (keys). The spatial layout of these items
communicates the desired associations. In many cases, tables arc intentionally composed so as to allocate the logical items and the relatiof1ships among items into the physical layout structures.
The goal of tahle understanding is to recognize the data
items in the table and to derive a logical interpretation of
the table based on contextual information of the data items
and the physical layout of these items. The task of table
understanding.can be distributed over three tightly coupled
modules: (i) alignment detection, (ii) layout understanding,
and (iii) data entry recognition.

Multimodal Data Integration/Linking
The task of multimodal data integration/indexing is to remove the physical barrier imposed on the document content. It creates a logical interpretation of the documents in
the DL database by linking spatially and contextually correlated document elements together. The hierarchy can be
constructed by following the hierarchical structure of the
document description defined for document understanding.
Two objects will form a linkage when they satisfy certain
spatial or contextual constraints. For example, a spatial
link is formed between a photograph and the text below,
and a contextual link is formed between a paragraph of
text which has an explicit figure callout (such as "see
Figure I") and the photograph and caption which arc

Graph/Chart Recognition
Input to this process is a graphic block and text from the
caption. The objective is two-fold: (i) classify the graphic
block as one of several graphic types: mechanical drawings, schematics, flow diagrams, intensity images, x-y
plOfs, bar charts, pie charts, etc. (ii) decompose the graphic
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Figure 5. Topic categorization from OCR results.
intelligent retrieval of photographs than is currently available. Specifically, the research has two main objectives: (i)
natural language analysis of the caption at document processing time designed to extract significant attributes of
the picture which can be used to automatically "tag" the
pictures, and (ii) content-based retrieval of photographs.

indexed by that figure number. There are two types of
links: (i) generic links - the links that apply to all documents and (ii) specific links - the links that are only applicable to a particular type of document. Specific links
must be predefined at the knowledge acquisition stage.
Research will focus on developing techniques to automate the creation and organization of linkages in a way
that will facilitate effective information retrieval. Research
SUbtopics are: (i) topic categorization, (ii) picture-text integration, (iii) linkage detection.

PICTlON: A Caption-Based Face Identification System: A
prototypical system, PICTION [9,10], which understands
photographs based on collateral text has been developed at
CEDAR. More specifically, when given a text file corresponding to a newspaper caption and a digitized version of
the associated photograph, the system is able to locate, label, and give information about objects which are relevant
to the communicative unit. A common representation for
the information content from both the picture and the caption is employed.
A key module in PICTION is the face locator [IIi,
which locates human faces in arbitrarily complex photographs. PICTION is noteworthy since it provides a computationay less expensive alternative to traditional methods of face recognition in situations where pictures arc accompanied by descriptive text. Traditional methods [121
employ model-matching techniques and thus require that
face models be present for all people to be identified by
the system; our system does not require this. In PICTION,
spatial constraints obtained from the caption, along with
some key discriminating visual characteristics (e.g.,
male/female, color of hair) are sufficient for eliminating
false face candidates and correctly identifying faces. Figure 5 is an example of a digitized newspaper photograph
and accompanying caption that PICTION can handle.

Topic Categorization
Categorization of the topic of a passage of text is an important part of entering it in the database of the DL system.
Given an input document image and a fixed. number of
categories, the objective is to assign the document to the
category that it best matches. This problem is compounded
by the imprecision that is present in OCR results (word
decisions offered by the OCR may not be correct).
The following solution is proposed (see Figure 4). Top
N decisions for each word are computed by postprocessing
the OCR results. These words are then input to a keyword
selection algorithm that chooses a fixed number of words
that characterize the topic of the text [7]. Those keywords
are then matched to lists of keywords that have been precompiled for each of the categories. The output is a ranked
list of a small number of categories that contain the input
document.
Research issues are choosing the keywords from the
OCR results and matching the derived keywords to the
category-specific keyword lists. Current work has shown
that a methodology based on the Sal ton method for keyword selection [8] provides reliable performance in the
presence of noise. This technique will be extended and
other algorithms for keyword selection will be tested.

Linkage Detection
A critical aspect of the DL project research is data linking
- the linking together of items within a document or between several different documents. Links will be used by
the system to facilitate user navigation through the documents and to support system reasoning to retrieve items
from the database. Important research issues include: (i)
what should be linked? (ii) using the information from DU
module, caption understanding module, and topic categorization module, how can link creation be automated as
much as possible? (iii) how can the links be grouped into

Content-based Retrieval of Captioned Photographs
This research explores the interaction of textual and photographic information in document understanding. Information contained in both pictures and captions enhances
overall understanding of the accompanying text, and often
contributes additional information not contained specifically in the text. The research described here is designed to
be applied at document processing time permitting more
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Figure 6. (a) photograph with caption "Actors Scan Penn. left. and Robert DeNiro pose with Toukie Smith, sister of
the late fashion designer Willi Smith. at a New York celebrity auction Sunday in memory of Smith" (The Buffalo
News. Feb. 27. 1989); (b) output offace locator; (c.d) output ofPICTION.
concepts? and (iv) what relationships should be maintained between concepts'?
The system cannot create and explicitly store all possibe links between all low level items (for example, all
numbers in a table). The storage required wOLjld be immense. many of the links would be rarely used;'and processing time in following useful links will be slower. Instead. the system will use knowledge of structural units
and a hierarchy of concepts to extract detailed linking information.
Three types of links have been identified: structural.
temporal, and conceptual. All three will be stored external
to the document. Structural links reflect structure in the
original document and will be created from the output of
the DU module. A structural link may point from the
ASCII document text to a graphic located at that location
in the original document. Links will be created from the
table of contents. section indices, section headings, figures. figure references. figure caption, bibliographic references, bibliographic references, footnotes, and internal
page references. A temporal link connects items by time.
For example, all documents in a series produced over a
five year period will be connected by a temporal link.
Temporal links between whole documents are simple to
implement once the time relationship is known. A conceptuallink will connect items containing related information.
Links may be internal to a document or may be between
documents. Conceptual links arise from understanding of
the content (caption understanding and topic characterization) and not exclusively from position in a document.

ability to retrieve correct information based on imprecise
and insufficient user descriptions as well as imperfect
OCR results in the document database. Retrieval systems
can be evaluated by two quality measures: precision, the
proportion of retrieved documents which are relevant. and
recall, the proportion of relevant documents which arc retrieved. Research in IR will focus on two areas: (i) NLP
techniques for query analysis, and (ii) intelligent retrieval
methods. Both of these will be incorporated into a graphical, interactive user interface which assists the user in accessing the DL. Experienced users will have the choice of
entering query phrases directly (consisting of search terms
and boolean operators). Other users will be able to express
their queries in terms of English sentences. Much of the
research in intelligent IR assumes a text only document
database. The proposed research will consider the additiona requirements posed by a multimodal (text. tables,
graphics. photographs) database. Statistical methods such
as vector-based models are proposed for use in the retrieval system. To date, very little improvement has been
demonstrated by using NLP methods during the retrieval
stage.

Conclusions
This paper presented three major processes which help to
build a DL. Several components of the system arc shown
to be useful for creating a DL database. The design of
these components stresses the importance of robustness
and ease of adaptation to the processing of different documents. An adaptive approach to document understanding
was presented in this paper. Its robustness was shown to
be crucial to the success in processing varied library documents. This paper also presented an adaptation of the
vector space model for information retrieval to improve

Information Retrieval
The IR module is the mechanism by which a user accesses
the DL. Intelligence of the IR module is defined by its
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the performance of the text recognItIOn module. Output
generated by the document data capture and data integration/linking modules facilitates the IR mechanism to produce intelligent response to user queries.
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